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Introduction
In this paper, we present a new measurement of the inclusive semi-electronic branching fraction of the D 0 meson. The comparison of the measured inclusive semi-leptonic branching fraction with the sum of the observed exclusive semi-leptonic branching fraction provides a measure of missing or unobserved modes. Recent experimental progress on exclusive measurements has yielded precise measurements of the dominant Cabibbo favored modes, observation and measurement of the Cabibbo suppressed branching fractions and stringent upper limits on suppressed Cabibbo favored branching fractions, but has not yielded an improvement in the measured inclusive semi-leptonic branching fraction. The inclusive branching fraction measurement presented here and previous measurements of exclusive branching fractions allows for more accurate comparison than previously performed. For a complete review of experimental and theoretical developments we refer the reader to recent reviews 1, 2] .
In addition, we combine the inclusive result presented here with previous . As a check of the method the observed inclusive electron momentum spectrum is also extracted from the data and compared with a Monte Carlo simulation.
Analysis Technique and Event Selection
The technique to measure the absolute inclusive semi-electronic branching fraction of D Electrons and positrons 6] are identi ed principally from the ratio of the energy measured by the CsI calorimeter and the momentum measured by the drift chamber (E/p). Additional information on energy loss in the drift chamber and shower shape in the calorimeter is also used to maximize the identication e ciency and minimize the mis-identi cation of hadronic tracks. The electrons are required to have momentum greater than 0.7 GeV/c and a polar angle with respect to the beam axis ( ) between 45 o and 135 o , to insure a well determined e ciency and minimal uncertainty due to mis-identi ed hadronic tracks. Furthermore it is important to reduce the number of electrons from D mesons which pass the same geometry and momentum criteria as for electrons. This di erence coupled with di erent mis-identi cation rates for 's and K's leads to a small correction to the wrong sign yield.
The probability for a + track to be mis-identi ed as a e + is determined by studying a large sample K 0 s ! + ? decays in the data. This sample is large enough to determine the mis-identi cation probability for charged pions as a function of their momentum. This probability is measured to be (0:056 0:015)% for pions with momentum between 0.7 and 0.9 GeV/c. It rises as a function of pion momentum, such that for pions with momentum between 1.9 and 2.5 GeV/c, it is measured to be (0:250 0:059)%. Convoluting the momentum dependent mis-identi cation probability with a Monte Carlo simulation of the + momentum distribution from D 0 and D 0 decays, we nd the mis-identi cation probability integrated over pion momentum to be (0:102 0:016)% for the right sign pions and (0:093 0:011)% for the wrong sign pions. These numbers di er due to the di erent momentumspectrum for right sign and wrong sign pions. The error is due to the statistical uncertainty in the mis-identi cation probability per track as a function of momentum.
For being identi ed as an electron. This yields a central value of (0:02 0:03)% for the mis-identi cation probability due to kaons. As no momentum dependence measurement is possible we use (0:02 0:03)% as the mis-identi cation probability for charged kaons over the whole momentum range of interest.
Multiplying these mis-identi cation probabilities by the : K fractions, we nd the total mis-identi cation probability of f + e + (Xh To turn these mis-identi cation probabilities into the actual yield of misidenti ed tracks, the inclusive right sign and wrong sign rate N(Xh decays is determined by using the same code and technique as for identi ed electrons, with the requirement that the hadronic track not be identi ed as an electron. The resulting estimated mis-identi ed charged track contribution to the right and wrong sign yields is given in Table 2 as well as the nal estimated total background to the right sign yield. 
E ciency
The extraction of yields is done in eight pion momentum bins from 225 to 425 MeV/c, as in the D 0 ! K ? + analysis. Table 3 contains the e ciency in each of the eight pion momentum bins. The e ciencies for the individual exclusive channels are in Table 13 (Appendix A). The total systematic error due to uncertainties in the cocktail is determined by varying the ratios in Table 12 by one standard deviation, individually and collectively. The largest variation in the overall e ciency is seen when X K and X are both raised or both lowered and the other modes are changed in the opposite direction. This causes a 2% change in the e ciency and is the estimated systematic error due to the uncertainties in the cocktail of exclusive modes.
In addition to changing the cocktail the e ect of the assumed q Table 4 . The dominant systematic uncertainty is the evaluation of the electron identi cation e ciency. The electron identi cation algorithm was developed using clean radiative Bhabha events in the data sample. Its performance on continuum events is studied using = (?0:2 7:7)%: (13) This CLEO result does not include a contribution from R as CLEO has not reported a value for this ratio. Inclusion of the small contribution for R will result in a central value further from zero, while still entirely consistent with zero given the experimental errors. Using the value of X K = 0:552 0:035 obtained in the previous section and 1 + R K + R + R = 1:751 0:067 (see Table 12) 
These results are consistent with the upper limits obtained by direct searches for the unobserved exclusive modes 13].
The inclusive electron momentum spectrum
The lepton spectrum from semi-leptonic charm decays has not been updated since the DELCO results 14]. Because the measurement presented here is not made in the rest frame of the D 0 we compare the observed lepton spectrum in the lab frame with that of the Monte Carlo simulation. To obtain the momentum spectrum for inclusive D 0 ! Xe + decays, events were selected if they pass all the selection criteria previously described. An additional cut of sin 2 < 0:12 is applied. This cut retains 90% of the signal and is large enough that systematics associated with modeling the thrust axis are minimized. There is still background in this sample whose shape is provided by the wrong sign sin 
We nd that the di erence between this inclusive rate and the sum of the observed exclusive channels is (3:3 7:2)% of the inclusive rate. This corresponds to an upper limit on the unobserved modes of 14% of the inclusive rate (at the 90% C.L.). The experimental upper limits obtained using direct searches for speci c unobserved exclusive semi-electronic modes are lower than the limit quoted here. However, the upper limit obtain in this paper is less sensitive to the assumption of what exclusive channels are unobserved. The two methods, direct searches and inclusive-exclusive rate comparison, both suggest that the remaining unobserved exclusive semi-leptonic modes occur at small rates. In addition the observed electron momentum spectrum from inclusive D 0 ! Xe + decays is seen to be well described by the exclusive semi-electronic cocktail.
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The central value used for these unobserved modes is set to half the 90% con dence level upper limit and with an error equal to 100% of the central value.
The ratio of an exclusive channel to the inclusive rate is then obtained from the following formulas: (25) X K(1270) = R K(1270) =S (26) X K (1430) = R K (1430) =S: (27) There are two methods to measure this ratio: direct and indirect. The direct measurements, given in Table 7 , can only be performed when both the K and K modes are reconstructed through the same parent species within the same experiment. The indirect measurement compares the K e ) obtained in the previous sections. The sum of these rates is then used to determine the ratio of each exclusive rate to the sum of all the exclusive rates as per Eqs. 21-27. Table 13 contains the e ciencies for these exclusive modes to pass the selection criteria.
A.6 Comparison of the inclusive rate to the sum of the exclusive measurements. 
